8¢ and 11¢ UNIFIED AIRMAIL RATE
Usages During the Prexie Era

			

1938 to September 30, 1946.

While the U.S. was struggling to recover from the Great Recession of the late 1920s, the U.S. Post Office

was doing everything possible to promote Airmail Service, from the “Farley Follies”, new Airmail releases, Airmail inventive rates, and stamp promotions In fact, from the beginning of U.S. and foreign airmail service, U.S.,
postal clerks almost needed an advanced math degree to calculate the air mail charges in the complicated rate
system of zone charges, foreign surface surcharges, foreign postage, etc., needed to calculate an individual postal
rate charge. To say foreign airmail rates were confusing, based on the city of mailing, was an understatement.
Between 1924 and 1934 numerous rate proposals were presented to the Universal Postal Union (UPU)
in the Hague to simplify international rates. During the period, many new provisions and rates were adapted and
simplified to make it easier for consumers use airmail services and grow demand.

On November 23, 1934, the U.S. instituted a PLAN through the UPU testing a “UNIFIED AIRMAIL
RATE” -- a discount rate to Europe. Paying this rate meant your piece of mail would travel a portion of its trip by
air and a portion by land and sea--you made the choice: air in the U.S./Ground in Europe/or ground in the U.S.
and air in Europe...PLUS, for 3¢ more, your mail, at half-the weight, could travel by air-ground-air again!
However, this arrangement would not affect FAM (Foreign Air Mail) rates to more distant destinations.
For instance, FAM 14 flight rates from San Francisco to Hawaii, Manila, Manila, and Canton, China would still
travel by air at 50¢-per-half-oz. The UNIFIED AIRMAIL RATE effectively allowed European mail to travel at
“discount rates”-- a savings of up to 22¢! (73.3%!) on the regular 30¢ Transatlantic cost-per-piece:

8¢-per-1oz. UNIFIED AIRMAIL RATE (AIR-SEA)

a.) AIR MAIL WITHIN THE U.S. TO AN EAST COAST EXCHANGE OFFICE (PORT)
- EUROPE: GROUND SERVICE TO FINAL DESTINATION IN EUROPE.
b.) GROUND SERVICE IN THE U.S. TO AN EAST COAST EXCHANGE OFFICE (PORT)
- AIR MAIL SERVICE IN EUROPE (as available) TO FINAL DESTINATION.

11¢-per-½oz. UNIFIED AIRMAIL RATE (AIR-SEA-AIR)

c.) AIR MAIL WITHIN THE U.S. TO EAST COAST EXCHANGE OFFICE (PORT)
- SHIP MAIL: U.S. PORT TO EUROPEAN PORT AIR MAIL SERVICE IN EUROPE (as available) TO FINAL DESTINATION.
Example: Standard 30¢ Airmail Rate, Europe (via TransAtlantic Clipper)

